




The Best Thing
For Cancer

Is . . .

Love



It Is
A Stunning Thing

To Step
Outside Of

All you’ve been told.



It’s an even more
Compelling thing to
Go straight to the source

Of that which confounds
Or frightens or seems to
Control or threaten you.



While we as humans
Rarely do so . . .

These are in fact -
Soul*Ful Approaches

To the largest moments
In our lives sometimes.



Enter . . . Cancer.
Feared almost universally, our
Modern society has health care
Protocols (their terms) to prevent,
To evaluate, and to eradicate it.

Yet, from the very beginning,
Each and every one of these is
Based on two things.



First . . .
A Fear of cancer
And what it means and can do.

Second . . . An “outside looking in”
Approach which evaluates most
Often and almost exclusively -
From the perspective of an
Analytical mind On The Outside
Of The Cancer looking in.



And from that viewpoint,
Seeing it wholly as a threat,

And without purpose or merit

Or even - strange as it can sound
To say it or think of it
This way -
Benefit.



So when A Soul*Ful approach
Is warranted or desired -

As in, when someone who
Knows They Are Light . . .
Encounters such an event,
The very first response will
Always, always, and always
Be the same.



To proceed from . . .

A Space Of

Oneness.



That means valuing what has
Presence by understanding
- And even honoring -

That it comes bearing a purpose
And to reveal something
Important.

A Gift, if you will - hard as that
May be to fathom or even to
Entertain the idea of.



And, most importantly -
And truthfully most powerfully -
It means moving forward
Without fear.

You see the dilemma here -
And the difficulty.


























































